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Abstract
How complex traits arise within organisms over evolutionary time is an important question that has relevance both to
the understanding of biological systems and to the design of bio-inspired computing systems. This paper investigates the
process of acquiring complex traits within epiNet, a recurrent connectionist architecture capable of adapting its topology
during execution. Inspired by the biological processes of gene regulation and epigenetics, epiNet captures biological
organisms’ ability to alter their regulatory topologies according to environmental stimulus. By applying epiNet to a
series of computational tasks, each requiring a range of complex behaviours to solve, and capturing the evolutionary
process in detail, we can show not only how the physical structure of epiNet changed when acquiring complex traits, but
also how these changes in physical structure affected its dynamic behaviour. This is facilitated by using a lightweight
optimisation method which makes minor iterative changes to the network structure so that when complex traits emerge
for the first time, a direct lineage can be observed detailing exactly how they evolved. From this we can build an
understanding of how complex traits evolve and which regulatory environments best allow for the emergence of these
complex traits, pointing us towards computational models that allow more swift and robust acquisition of complex traits
when optimised in an evolutionary computing setting.
Keywords: artificial gene regulatory networks, evolutionary dynamics, computational optimisation
1. Introduction
Genetic networks are the fundamental systems through
which biological cells regulate their function and develop-
ment, and this realisation has promoted a sustained effort
to undFerstand genetic networks through computational5
modelling and simulation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Genetic net-
works can be modelled in various ways, depending on how
the model is to be used. For example, Boolean networks [7]
are a popular formalism for capturing the qualitative dy-
namics of genetic networks, and continuous-valued models10
such as recurrent neural networks [8] and systems of differ-
ential equations [5] provide greater insight into quantita-
tive dynamics. Regulatory interactions happen at various
spatial and temporal scales within genetic networks, for
instance transcription pre-initiation, transcript elongation15
and RNA interference [9]. In all these models, a genetic
network is represented as a graph. This gives them suffi-
cient generality to capture most of these regulatory pro-
cesses. However, they do assume that the structure of the
graph remains fixed, and consequently cannot model reg-20
ulatory processes that change the underlying topology of
the genetic network.
An example of such a process, which we consider in
this paper, is chromatin remodelling [10, 11, 12, 13], an
∗Corresponding author
URL: alexander.turner@hull.ac.uk (Alexander Turner)
epigenetic process that regulates physical access to the25
genes, and in doing so effectively modifies the topology
by turning on and off different parts of the genetic net-
work. The important role that chromatin remodelling, and
epigenetic processes more generally, play within biological
systems has become increasingly apparent over the last30
decade [9, 14]. It is known, for instance, that chromatin
remodelling is central to the process of cellular differenti-
ation [15, 13], and hence to the development of multicel-
lular organisms. More generally, epigenetic processes are
instrumental for the evolutionary acquisition of complex35
traits [16, 17]. However, exactly how cell fates and com-
plex traits are acquired remains unclear [13], suggesting a
need for computational models that can capture and simu-
late the interplay between epigenetic processes and genetic
networks.40
Despite some recent progress [18], experimental data
regarding the chromatin dynamics of cells remains rela-
tively sparse, of low temporal resolution, and challenging
to link to other transcriptional dynamics data [19]. This
limits the potential for building, and hence studying, mod-45
els of particular epigenetic circuits. As an alternative ap-
proach, we might look to previous work on modelling ge-
netic networks, where significant understanding has come
about through consideration of their dynamics at a more
abstract systems level, rather than through the study of50
specific genetic circuits [7, 20]. For example, work on the
Preprint submitted to Journal of LATEX Templates December 14, 2018
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dynamics of random Boolean networks has given insight
into the nature of the dynamical states that correspond to
stable cell types [21, 22]. Given the development of suit-
able models at the epigenetic level, it is conceivable that55
similar studies could lead to insights into the role of epi-
genetic processes within the dynamics of genetic networks
[23, 24].
However, a limitation of abstract systems-level studies
is the absence of realistic evolutionary pressure driving the60
need to acquire complex traits. To address this, we con-
sider another group of modelling approaches which take a
quite different approach, using evolutionary algorithms (or
other metaheuristics) to optimise genetic network mod-
els so that they carry out designated computational be-65
haviours [25, 26]. These behaviours vary from the rela-
tively simple, such as the implementation of logic functions
[27], to computationally challenging, such as controlling
the movements of robots through complex environments
[28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Problems such as the latter require70
the evolution of behaviours such as homeostatic control
and robust pattern generation, i.e. the same kind of traits
that have been acquired by biological systems. In general,
these models have had a more significant focus on artifi-
cial intelligence where the emphasis is on understanding75
or instigating the emergence of complexity in computa-
tional systems. The genetic network models optimised by
these approaches are available for full inspection, and it is
also possible to record and inspect a complete phylogenetic
tree, showing exactly when and how adaptive traits were80
acquired. This makes them potentially very useful in the
study of how complexity emerges in biological systems.
In this work, we consider how higher order structures
can be used in the acquisition of complex traits in compu-
tational models for problem solving. In particular, we use85
an artificial epigenetic network called epiNet [33], which al-
lows modification of the genetic network’s topology through
a mechanism inspired by chromatin remodelling. Using a
simple evolutionary algorithm, we study the evolution of
this model’s genetic and epigenetic elements when exposed90
to selective pressure. Selective pressure, in this case, is in-
duced by selecting model instances based on their ability to
solve a series of artificial problems that require the model
to acquire complex traits such as maintaining homeosta-
sis, orchestrating a series of changes in a complex environ-95
ment, and robustly generating patterns at the same time.
This work has its roots in computational and engineering
problems, it serves to provide an understanding of why
computational analogues of epigenetic structures can be
useful from these perspectives. By showing this, and how100
epigenetic structures optimise themselves, the hope is that
tools such as this can be used in future work to better un-
derstand both computational systems and the biological
systems by which they were inspired.
The paper is organised as follows: Sections 2–4 cover105
relevant material on genetic networks, chromatin remod-
elling and the EpiNet architecture. Section 5 describes the
optimisation algorithm and the computational tasks. Sec-
tion 6 presents results and discussion. Section 7 concludes.
2. Background110
The majority of genes encode messenger RNA, which
in turn describe the amino-acid sequences of proteins in bi-
ological organisms. In this sense, a gene can be considered
a section of DNA used to code for a biological molecule
which has a particular function [34]. In order for gene ex-115
pression to occur, a gene has to be transcribed and trans-
lated using a cell’s processing machinery. This processing
machinery is the functional product of other genes within
the cell; hence, the genes form regulatory networks, reg-
ulating one another’s expression. These genetic networks120
exist over many scales, from self contained regulatory pro-
cesses such as the lac operon to organism wide networks
governing the activity and development of the entire or-
ganism [35].
A genetic network can be seen as a graph, compris-125
ing a set of connected nodes where each connection has
a weight used to define the strength of regulation that
one node has upon another. Genetic networks are often
modelled in this way. However, it should be noted that
in reality these connections are transient and emerge from130
the stochastic physico-chemical interactions between nu-
merous biomolecules. In this respect, genetic networks
differ from another prominent biological network, the neu-
ral networks of the brain, where the nodes are physically
connected via axons. This has a significant effect on the135
speed of information travel between genetic and neural
networks within an organism. However, from an evolu-
tionary perspective, it allows for the molecular interac-
tions of genetic components to be less constrained and to
explore interactions between a wider range of cellular com-140
ponents. This graphical representation highlights the simi-
larities between genetic networks and biological neural net-
works. Indeed, there are many similarities: for example,
in computational models it is commonplace for the nodes
of both networks to be modelled as sigmoidal functions.145
However, there are also many differences. The principal
difference is that there is no direct physical connection be-
tween the nodes in genetic networks. In biological neural
networks, the nodes are physically connected, generally
via axons; in genetic networks, the connections are tran-150
sient and emerge from the physical-chemical interactions
between numerous biomolecules. This has a significant ef-
fect on the speed of information travel between genetic
and neural networks within an organism. However, from
an evolutionary perspective, this allows for the molecular155
interactions of genetic components to be less constrained
and to explore interactions between a wider range of cel-
lular components.
Chromatin remodelling is a prominent example of this,
and is a specific type of epigenetic process. Epigenetics160
refers to the study of cellular trait variations which oc-
cur as a result of factors which control gene expression
2
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[34, 35]. Chromatin is the combination of structural pro-
teins and DNA. The structural proteins within chromatin
are called histones and are organised along with DNA into165
nucleosomes, and then through higher order folding into
chromatin. Chromatin is capable of condensing the genetic
material within a cell to the extent that 2m of DNA can
fit inside a 2µm nucleus. This was originally thought to
be chromatin’s principal purpose within a cell; however, in170
recent studies it has become clear that proteins can inter-
act with the protein scaffolding of chromatin to change its
structure [34, 35]. This, in turn, changes which parts of the
DNA are accessible within the protein complex, and facil-
itates regulatory control over gene expression. For exam-175
ple, given a set of environmental perturbations, a genetic
network can modify itself to allow for the transcription of
genes specifically designed to control these perturbations.
This allows for a greater specific control over gene tran-
scription, reducing the energy needs of the cell, and also180
reducing the scope for interference between biochemical
processes.
3. Topological morphology
The original motivation for adding a chromatin remod-
elling analogue to an existing artificial gene regulatory net-185
work model (AGRNs) was that it would allow for topo-
logical self-modifications to occur throughout execution
[36]. In turn, this was expected to promote the emergence
of complex behavioural traits, in a similar way to how
chromatin remodelling within biological systems appears190
to allow cells to orchestrate more complex regulatory be-
haviours. This is a departure from standard forms of con-
nectionist computation, where the structure of a network
remains invariant during the course of execution. The in-
tended effect of these topological modifications is to allow195
large changes in the dynamics of a network whilst it is
executing. This is not something that has been explored
within connectionist models, with the possible exception
of models of neuromodulation (such as gas nets [37]) where
smaller changes to the local dynamics can be induced by200
switching between different nodal functions.
In a sense, topological modification during execution
provides a further layer of complexity when analysing a
network’s behaviour. In many applications this may not
be an issue, since connectionist models are typically used205
as black boxes where only accuracy of the input-output
mapping is a concern. However, in another sense, topolog-
ical modifications provide extra information about what
the network is doing, since changes in dynamics are mir-
rored by changes in topology, which can be readily ob-210
served [36]. Moreover, from an evolutionary perspective, a
single change in a single node can often lead to the acquisi-
tion, or removal of a dynamical regime within the network,
vastly altering its functionality. In order to understand its
behaviour, it is often required to track the dynamic topol-215
ogy of the network alongside its function. In this work,
the emphasis is on understanding how modifications to
the network during optimisation can lead to the acquisi-
tion of complex dynamical traits which in turn are capable
of solving complex dynamical tasks.220
4. EpiNet architecture
In the epiNet architecture, an analogue of chromatin
(referred to more generically as an epigenetic molecule) is
added to an existing AGRN, and a mechanism is intro-
duced to allow other nodes to modify its activation state225
and positioning. The purpose of the epigenetic molecules
is to control which genes from the AGRN are active, and
hence contributing to the network’s dynamics, at any given
time. The underlying AGRN architecture is similar to a
recurrent neural network.230
Formally, this AGRN architecture can be defined by
the tuple 〈G,L, In,Out〉, where:
G is a set of genes {n0 . . . n|N | : ni = 〈ai, Ii,Wi〉} where:
ai : R is the activation level of the gene.
Ii ⊆ G is the set of inputs used by the gene.235
Wi is a set of weights, where 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1, |Wi| = |Ii|.
L is a set of initial activation levels, where |LN | = |N |.
In ⊂ G is the set of genes used as external inputs.
Out ⊂ G is the set of genes used as external outputs.
The architecture of epiNet can be defined by the tuple240
〈N,S, L, In,Out, A〉, where:
E is a set of epigenetic molecules
{s0 . . . e|S| : ei = 〈ei, Ii,Wi, Ci〉}:
ai : R is the position of the epigenetic molecule.
Iei ⊆ G is the set of inputs to the molecule.245
W ei is a set of weights, where 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1, |Wi| = |Ii|.
Cei ⊆ G is the set of genes controlled by the switch.
A is a set containing all active genes.
The genes within the network are invariant; however,
their involvement within the network’s dynamics at any250
particular time is determined by the epigenetic molecules,
whose behaviour is akin to the local unwinding of DNA,
allowing genes to become accessible. Specifically, genes
become active when they are within a given distance of an
epigenetic molecule, where proximity is determined using a255
Euclidean distance metric within a reference space (defined
in Section 4.1). Furthermore, the epigenetic molecules are
able to move around the network, covering and uncover-
ing different groups of nodes as they do so, with the cur-
rent position of an epigenetic molecule governed by the260
3
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dynamical states of genes within the network, through the
use of a weighted Sigmoid function. This epigenetic dy-
namism more closely reflects the biological dynamics of
chromatin modification than earlier models which we have
used [38, 36]. It also differentiates our approach from work265
by Bull [24, 23], who used an evolutionary algorithm to
study the effect of adding epigenetic elements to a GRN
model within abstract NK landscapes.
4.1. Encoding
During evolution, the connections Ii, I
s
i and C
s
i be-270
tween components within epiNet are determined via an
indirect encoding. Specifically, components are given lo-
cations within an indirect reference space. This is based
upon earlier works in the AGRNs field [39, 25], which were
motivated by the manner in which biological components275
interact through physical and chemical properties rather
than their exact location within a DNA encoding. This
means that interactions within the network are position-
ally independent, with a gene functioning identically re-
gardless of where it occurs within the list of genes. In280
particular, this allows for the preservation of existing gene
functions when other genes are introduced or removed
from the network, adding to the evolvability of the net-
works.
A connection is specified using both a position and a285
proximity. Genes can be considered connected to each
other when their position ± their proximity overlaps an-
other gene’s position. Epigenetic molecules exist within
the same space as genes. Each epigenetic molecule has a
defined extent within the reference space which it uses to290
connect to active genes. Using the expression values of
these genes, it processes their weighted sum and its posi-
tion is the result of that sum. The position of the epige-
netic molecule specifies a region (its position ± its proxim-
ity) within the reference space where all genes within that295
region will become active. System-level inputs are mapped
onto the active genes before execution and the outputs are
mapped back after execution.
Figure 1: A representation of epiNet executing over a set
number of iterations. On the left of the figure, the genes can
be seen. The genes remain statically positioned throughout execu-
tion. At each iteration, the epigenetic molecules take inputs from the
genes and update their positions. The genes which are then selected
to be executed are the ones closest in proximity to the epigenetic
molecule on the y axis. The epigenetic trace shows the position of
the epigenetic molecule over multiple time steps.
5. Optimisation
In this work, we choose to work with a mutation only300
hill climbing heuristic, which is similar to an evolution-
ary strategy [40]. This is because we want to be able to
precisely control the level of change at each optimisation
step so that the evolutionary process can be accurately ob-
served. Additionally we want to be able to focus on a single305
network rather than a population so that we can precisely
monitor its development. Although objective performance
of the algorithm may change using a mutation only heuris-
tic, the outright performance of the networks is not a key
focus of this work. The amount of mutation applied to the310
networks at each step is 5%. This means that for every
instance of data representing and parameterising the net-
works, there is a 5% chance that that data instance will be
mutated. The individual data within each of the genes and
epigenetic structures are mutated using a Gaussian distri-315
bution, with its previous values set at the mean, which is a
fairly standard approach for mutating real-valued encod-
ings within the context of an evolutionary algorithm (and
is also a reasonable model of normally-distributed muta-
tions within a biological context ).320
Algorithm 1 Optimising epiNet
1: P ←new random epiNet
2: for numberofevaluations do
3: clone P as Q
4: mutate(Q)
5: evaluate(Q) . see Algorithm 2
6: if Q.fitness >= P.fitness then
7: P = Q
8: end if
9: end for
Algorithm 2 Evaluating epiNet on a task
1: initialize control task
2: a← L . initialize epiNet state
3: repeat
4: cout← state variables from controlled system
5: In← scale(cout) . scale inputs to [0, 1]
6: for i ∈ {0, . . . , |E|} do . update positions of
epigenetic molecules
7: asi ← sigmoid(Isi ·W si ) . modify epigenetic
positions
8: end for
9: for i ∈ {0, . . . , |G|} do . update genes closest to
the epigenetic positions
10: ai ← sigmoid(Ii ·Wi)
11: end for
12: cin← scale(Out) . scale outputs to range
13: modify controlled system according to cin
14: until control task finished or timed-out
15: fitness← progress on control task objectives
5.1. Computational Tasks
To best understand the emergence of complexity within
the networks, we apply epiNet to three computational
tasks: a coupled inverted pendulums control task [41], a
transfer orbit traversal task and a memory task. Each325
requires different dynamical properties to solve. These
4
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Table 1: Sensory inputs used for the inverted coupled pendulums
task. The values are rescaled to [0,1] before they are used as inputs
to a network.
ID Sensor Name System to sensor mapping
S0 Pendulum Angle 0 ø ∈ [0,0.5pi] → [127, 0], 0 else
S1 Pendulum Angle 1 ø ∈ [1.5pi,2pi] → [0,127], 0 else
S2 Pendulum Angle 2 ø ∈ [0.5pi,pi] → [127, 0], 0 else
S3 Pendulum Angle 3 ø ∈ [pi,1.5pi] → [0,127], 0 else
S4 Proximity 0 Distance left → [0,127]
S5 Proximity 1 Distance right → [0,127]
S6 Cart Velocity 0 v ∈ [-2,0] → [127,0], 0 else
S7 Cart Velocity 1 v ∈ [0,2] → [0,127], 0 else
S8 Angular Velocity 0 w ∈ [-5pi,0] → [127,0], 0 else
S9 Angular Velocity 1 w ∈ [0,5pi] → [0,127], 0 else
Ai Actuators 0 Ai ∈[0,127], for i ∈ 0,1
u Motor Control 0 2(A0/127 - A1/127) → [0,1]
tasks are intended both to highlight the emergence of com-
plex traits within the networks as well as being challenging
enough to validate the model as a computational system.
Additionally, the underlying AGRN model is applied to330
each of these tasks, so that the impact of adding the epi-
genetic layer can be measured.
5.1.1. Coupled Inverted Pendulums
The coupled inverted pendulums control task was de-
signed as a proxy for a range of real world control tasks335
such as robotic control for legged robots [41]. It was de-
signed to be able to test controllers in an environment
that produces a range of complex behaviours, where is it
difficult for controllers to encompass all the behaviours re-
quired to optimally solve the task.340
The task consists of three carts on a 1-dimensional
track, with a pendulum hanging below each cart. The ob-
jective is to move the carts on the track in such a way as
to move the pendulums vertically above the cart, and keep
them in that position. Additionally, the carts are inelas-345
tically tethered together so that all the carts’ movements
must cooperate to solve the task. If a tether is extended
too far, the simulation stops. If carts hit one another, or
leave the set boundaries, the simulation stops.
Figure 2: Pendulum task The objective of the task is to maneuver
the carts from left to right in such a way as that the pendulums move
from a downward position to an upright position and are maintained
there. The carts are joined together so their movements are limited,
and must be coordinated. Each cart has its own separate controller.
Each cart is controlled using an actuator which takes350
the difference between two inputs, allowing it to move to-
wards or away from its neighbours (See Figure 2). There
is a single controller per cart, which is passed 10 state in-
puts, listed in Table 1. The controller produces 2 outputs
which control the actuator of the cart. The overall fitness355
of the controller is defined as how many time steps each
Table 2: Physical parameters of the coupled inverted pendulums
task.
Parameter Value
Pendulum length 0.5m
Max. positive acceleration 7.0 ms−2
Min. positive acceleration 8.5 ms−2
World width 2m
Tether length 0.35m
Proximity sensor range 1.0m
Cart width 0.1m
Time steps (t) 3000
pendulum spends in the upright position. The parameters
of the simulation are given in Tables 1 and 3. The simula-
tion is conducted over 100000 iterations, and 50 runs. To
improve the realism of the simulation, there is a stochastic360
noise function attached to the state variables. This noise is
randomly sampled from a normal distribution. To provide
a more robust measure of fitness, each controller is eval-
uated 5 times. A mutant is only considered better, and
therefore replaces its parent, if the mean and best scores365
over these evaluations are an improvement.
5.1.2. Multi-point Traversal Through an N-body System
In the second task, we consider the control of a multi-
point traversal through an n-body system. The objective
of this task is to guide a rocket’s trajectory towards a370
fixed point, then change orientation in order to land as
close as possible to a given location on a planetary surface,
and have as low a velocity as possible upon landing. The
fitness of a controller is calculated by equally weighting the
distance from the target and the final velocity. The planet375
is of large enough size to have a significant gravitational
effect on the dynamics of the rocket at all points. This
simulation is time constrained; in order to be able to land
on the planet, the first objective must be completed within
a reasonable time frame. The simulation is conducted over380
100000 iterations and 50 runs. The input data for this task
can be seen in Table 3.
Once the first stage of the task is completed, a fault is
injected which reduces the power to 10% on the y thruster.
Hence, as well as navigating to the target, the controller385
has to react to a change in how the rocket interacts with
the environment. The forces exerted on the spacecraft are
calculated using Equation 1, where m is the mass of a body
and q is a vector of length 3 specifying the position of an
object in 3-dimensional space. To improve the tractability390
of the system, the planet’s position remains static. The
acceleration is then calculated using Newton’s second law
of motion. The equations are simulated using leapfrog
integration.
mjqj = G
∑
k 6=j
mjmk(qk − qj)
|qk − qj |3 (1)
5
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Table 3: Physical parameters of the multi-point traversal task.
Parameter Value
Starting Rocket Position 0; 6571000; 10000
First Target Position -700000; 6671000; -20000
Planet position 0;0;0
Planet mass 5.972E24kg
Planet radius 6371000m
Rocket Mass 2000kg
Rocket Acceleration (x ± 50 ms−2)
(y ± 50 ms−2)
(z ± 50 ms−2)
Time steps 5000 per target
Integration Step 0.05
An evolved controller receives 5 inputs: a vector rep-395
resenting the target position, the admittance to the target
and the rocket’s speed. The controller is required to gener-
ate 3 outputs, which correspond to the power of the rocket
thrusters in each dimension.
5.1.3. Network Sequence Memory400
The final task is a sequence learning task that tests
the memory and recall capacity of the network architec-
tures, and particularly how the epigenetic layer effects a
network’s ability to encode new knowledge whilst preserv-
ing its existing dynamics. The objective is to recall as405
many Boolean values as possible from a sequence of 50 val-
ues. The networks do not take any inputs, relying on their
internal dynamics to generate the appropriate sequence of
output states. The single output of a network is mapped
to [0, 1]; if the value is less than 0.5, its output state is410
false, otherwise it is true. Fitness is measured by he edit
distance from the target sequence. The simulation is con-
ducted over 100000 iterations and 200 runs (since this task
is much faster to evaluate than the previous two). A new
target sequence is randomly generated at the start of each415
run.
6. Results And Discussion
For the two control tasks, the objective is to optimise
an epiNet instance so that it functions as a closed loop
controller which is capable of guiding the dynamics of the420
simulation in a specified manner. For each time step of
the simulation, its state is fed into the network by setting
the activation levels of the input genes. The network then
executes, generating one or more outputs which are then
mapped back to the simulation. For the memory task, the425
epiNet instance functions as an open-loop system, gener-
ating states which are then fed into the fitness function
to evaluate. In both cases, the plots used to describe the
behaviour of the networks contain two components. First,
the epigenetic trace specifies the location of the epigenetic430
molecules over a given number of time steps within the
reference space. As the epigenetic molecules move, the
genes which are active also change. Hence, modification of
the epigenetic position results in changes to the topology
of the network. The second component describes the dy-435
namics of the network by plotting the expression of each
of the genes over a given time frame.
6.1. Coupled Inverted Pendulums
Figure 3: Best and average results of epiNet against the
AGRN for the pendulum task. The horizontal green line de-
notes the point at which the optimum behaviour is achieved.
To solve this task optimally requires multiple dynami-
cal behaviours: each pendulum has to be swung into an up-440
right position; each cart’s controller must cooperate with
its neighbours to achieve this; once in the upright posi-
tion, the controller must keep it there. The transition be-
tween swinging and stabilising is an important behavioural
inflection point, and in this context is considered a com-445
plex trait (many algorithms failed to reach this point [41]).
Hence, we are particularly interested in whether, and to
what degree, the epigenetic layer contributes to its acqui-
sition. In the results for this task (shown in Figure 3), this
optimal behaviour occurs when the fitness is above 0.715.450
Although objective performance is not a key concern in
this work, it can be seen from the figure that epiNet out-
performs the baseline model in the coupled inverted pen-
dulum task. The results are significant, with 8 epiNet in-
stances able to generate an optimum balancing behaviour455
compared to only 1 AGRN instance.
Table 4 summarises the average number and sizes of
positive mutations that took place during the evolution of
a controller, showing information for each task and archi-
tecture. For this task, it is notable that evolved epiNet460
controllers underwent on average 29% the number of pos-
itive mutations that AGRN controllers underwent, whilst
at the same time achieving a higher average fitness. Given
that the size of the mutations were similar for both ar-
chitectures (last column in Table 4), this suggests that465
the positive mutations for epiNet led to more significant
changes in behaviour. A likely explanation for this is that
the positive mutations are causing (either directly or indi-
rectly) changes to the epigenetic dynamics of the system,
i.e. causing topological modifications that result in larger470
behavioural changes.
An example of this can be seen in Figure 4, which shows
the dynamics of an evolved network before and after a mu-
tation led to the acquisition of the optimum behaviour.
The figure shows the positions of the epigenetic molecules475
and the expression values of every gene. The plots detail
1500 of the 3000 time steps of the task, and cover the tran-
sition between swinging the pendulum and balancing it. It
can be seen by looking at the gene locations (shown to the
right of the epigenetic dynamics plots) that there is a clus-480
tering of genes generally at the higher and lower positions
6
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Figure 4: The dynamics of epiNet before and after the optimum behaviour was acquired Figure a shows the position of the
epigenetic molecules within epiNet and the expression of every gene over 1500 time steps of the coupled pendulum simulation before the
optimum behaviour was acquired. Figure b shows the same but after the optimum behaviour was acquired. The positions of the genes
in reference to the epigenetic molecules can be seen to the right of the plots. In this instance the optimum behaviour was acquired by a
mutation to the positions within the reference space of 2 genes, mutations to the regulatory functions of a further 3 genes, and a mutation to
the regulatory function of one of the epigenetic molecules. Prior to the pendulums being in the upright position (time steps 500-900), these
mutations do not produce a pronounced change in the dynamics of the epigenetic molecules, but a significant change is reflected in the gene
expression values. After 900 time steps, the dynamics of the epigenetic molecules and gene expression values show pronounced change. In
particular, an epigenetic molecule oscillates at a high frequency only when the pendulum is in the upright position, producing a behaviour
capable of keeping it there.
of the reference space. When looking at the positions of
the epigenetic molecules throughout execution, it is clear
that one of them moves throughout the entirety of the
reference space. The second only moves within the range485
[0, 0.43]. Before the swinging behaviour is achieved, the
second molecule only moves between 0 and 0.13. However,
as soon as the swinging behaviour is achieved, the net-
work (b) with the balancing behaviour shows abrupt rapid
movements between 0 and approximately 0.4. These epige-490
netic dynamics correspond with rapid selection of varying
genes which generate the required behaviour to keep the
pendulum in the upright position, and lead to significant
changes in the dynamics of gene expression. Before the
final mutation, these epigenetic dynamics did not occur,495
and the network was not able to produce the optimum
behaviour.
Figure 5 shows a full evolutionary pathway from ran-
dom initialisation to the acquisition of complex behaviours.
This emphasises that positive mutations were generally500
the result of multiple synchronised changes to the net-
work. However, most of these changes are to genes rather
than epigenetic elements, and where epigenetic elements
are targeted, there is rarely more than one mutated at
the same time. The fact that most mutations are genetic505
suggests that changes to the epigenetic dynamics are gen-
erated indirectly through changes to the genes that regu-
late them. This makes sense, given that direct changes to
epigenetic elements would likely to lead to comparatively
large changes in the network’s behaviour.510
Although there was no general trend regarding the type
of mutation that caused the optimal behaviour to first ap-
pear within the evolved epiNet controllers, it always fol-
lowed from a modification to an existing gene or epigenetic
molecule rather than through the addition or deletion of515
either of these. However, all optimal networks underwent
several genetic or epigenetic deletions or insertions before
the optimum behaviour was acquired. The smallest num-
ber of optimisation steps from random initialisation to op-
timum behaviour was 27, with 7 modifications resulting in520
the acquisition of the optimum behaviour. The smallest
number of mutation events required to acquire the opti-
mum behaviour was 3. The average mutation size, that is,
the average number of simultaneous modifications which
resulted in an improvement of the network, was 6.18.525
6.2. Multi-point Traversal Through an N-body System
This task measures a network’s ability to control a
trajectory between multiple points whilst responding to
a changing environment, again requiring it to switch be-
tween dynamical regimes during the course of execution.530
Although not all runs led to acquisition of the target be-
haviours, 20 epiNet controllers were successfully evolved,
compared to only 4 AGRNs. Figure 6 shows the behavioural
characteristics of these successful controllers, showing that
in general the epiNet controllers achieve a better balance535
between target error and minimising final velocity.
Similarly to the previous task, Table 4 shows that epiNet
controllers underwent considerably less positive mutations
that the AGRNs in order to reach their final behaviour.
Again, this suggests that epigenetic changes play an im-540
portant role in the acquisition of the behaviours required
to solve this task. Figure 7 shows an example of the change
in epigenetic and gene expression dynamics as an evolving
network acquires increasingly complex behaviour. In par-
ticular, a large change in epigenetic dynamics can be seen545
between (a) and (b), and this appears to set the scene for
a very subtle change in epigenetic dynamics (and a more
significant change in gene expression) that led to the ac-
quisition of the optimal behaviour in (c).
It is interesting to observe that the number of simul-550
taneous changes that occur during positive mutations is
relatively high for this task (Table 4) in comparison to
the other two. This is not due to differences in the sizes
of the networks, so is presumably a characteristic of the
problem being solved. A possible explanation is that the555
fitness function is non-continuous, in that controllers that
do not achieve certain behaviours can receive zero fitness.
However, it is also worth considering that many of the
component changes will be neutral and not have an effect
upon fitness, so the actual number of co-occurring changes560
required may be much lower than this figure suggests.
6.3. Network Sequence Memory
This task is quite different to the previous two. Rather
than moving between a small number of dynamical regimes
in a context-sensitive manner, this task requires the dy-565
namics to generate a large number of expression states in
a fixed sequence, meaning that the acquisition of traits is a
more gradual process. Also, there are no external inputs,
so the dynamics must be created and sustained internally.
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Figure 5: Evolutionary pathway from random initialisation to the acquisition of complex behaviours Every positive mutation
detailed through the evolutionary process. Each box details the mutations required to improve on the previous instance, along with the score
of that instance. Each mutation is listed as a mutation to a specific gene. The actual data which is mutated is n ot listed, but was not specific
to a type of data within the gene. There are three complex behaviours which can be seen (pink boxes, blue borders). The first complex
behaviour is being able to swing the carts consistently. The second is swinging the carts with significantly more force, so that the pendulums
are spinning around each cart. The third is being able to catch the pendulums in the upright state and balance them there.
Figure 6: Multi-point traversal through an n-body system
The performance of all controllers which were capable of navigating
to both targets. The red diamonds represent AGRN controllers, and
the blue circles represent epiNet controllers. The best performances
was achieved by epiNet in both the velocity upon landing and the
distance from the target.
As shown in Figure 7, epiNet solutions again outper-570
formed the baseline AGRNs, recalling significantly more
states and finding better solutions overall. Notably, this
was the one task in which epiNet solutions underwent
more positive mutations than AGRNs during their evo-
lution, although this is likely to be offset somewhat by575
the fact that epiNet controllers evolved more complex be-
haviours on average. Despite this, changes in epigenetic
dynamics still appear to be important in the development
of complex traits: Figure 9, for example, shows that the
epigenetic dynamics become increasingly complex as the580
fitness of a solution increases. It was common for the dy-
namics of AGRN solutions in particular to settle into an
attractor (similar to Figure 9a) and this hints that topo-
logical changes play an important role in solving this task
by maintaining complex, constantly changing, dynamics.585
This may explain the different mutational pattern seen in
this task, with the epigenetic layer playing a general role
in stimulating dynamics rather than switching between be-
haviours.
7. Conclusions590
In this paper we have investigated how complex be-
haviours arise within EpiNet, a form of artificial genetic
network that captures the important role of biological epi-
genetic processes such as chromatin modification, allowing
for dynamical topological modification during execution.595
Using a simple optimisation algorithm, we studied how
EpiNet instances evolve over time, identifying when and
how they acquire the complex traits required to solve three
different challenging computational tasks. Although not
the focus of this work, EpiNet was shown to outperform600
a standard artificial genetic network on all tasks, showing
the important role that epigenetic elements play within
the acquisition of complex traits.
In this work, we focused on observing the points of
evolutionary optimisation just before and after complex605
traits were acquired within the networks, and the underly-
ing causes of this increase in behavioural complexity. One
of the significant findings was that it was often not a sin-
gle mutation which caused a complex behaviour to arise,
but rather a collection of mutations occurring at the same610
time. These behaviours almost always emerged as a result
of mutating existing elements of the model, rather than
adding or removing genes or epigenetic molecules. It was,
however, common for genes and epigenetic molecules to be
added and removed throughout the optimisation process,615
but not at the point a complex behaviour arose.
Our results suggest that the epigenetic components of
epiNet play an instrumental role in reducing the amount
of optimisation effort required to acquire complex traits.
This has clear implications for the field of artificial genetic620
networks, and demonstrates the benefits of modelling reg-
ulatory processes other than direct transcriptional regu-
lation. Additionally these results, which are underpinned
by biological theory, give support to the idea that work
such as this has the potential be used in the future to625
inform evolutionary theory. If computational epigenetic
structures allow for the faster acquisition of complex traits,
could the same be said for biological models? Abstract
level studies of epigenetic processes such as this could also
play an important role in our understanding of the role630
of epigenetic processes in biological regulatory systems,
which are very difficult to study directly due to challenges
such as data sparsity.
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